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I. Introduction
Acquisition, or initial coarse synchronization, of direct sequence binary phase shift keying (DS/BPSK) spread spectrum waveforms is usually achieved through non-coherent correlation, as the signal to noise ratio prior to despreading is usually insu cient for the satisfactory performance of practical carrier phase estimators based on tracking loops.
In addition to the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), during acquisition the non-coherent BPSK correlator is also confronted with correlator \self-noise", due to the pseudo noise (PN) variations of the detected signal in the absence of any external noise that arises from PN code autocorrelation variations. The situation somewhat resembles that encountered in the multiple access environment, in which there is a single, nonsynchronized, interferering signal.
The earliest analyses of non-coherent correlation were based on the assumption that the self-noise could be neglected (see 1], vol. III, pp. 31{35, and references therein). For early spread spectrum systems this approximation was well justi ed, as these systems were designed primarily for antijam or low probability of intercept applications, in which the thermal noise or jamming noise would typically be much larger than the correlator self-noise. For modern commercial applications, however, such as in indoor wireless or mobile cellular systems, this assumption is not necessarily true.
Thus far, within the context of spread spectrum acquisition, two di erent approaches to the analysis of the correlator self-noise have been utilized. The rst one is based on the worst case bound on the partial period autocorrelations for the maximal length PN sequences, derived by Hemmati and Schilling 2], and later used several times (e.g. 3]). Besides being valid only for the maximal length family of sequences, this method is in general somewhat pessimistic, and appears to be particularly pessimistic for correlation periods signi cantly shorter than the code period 1 , which seem to be the dominant case of interest in present nonmilitary applications.
The other approach, adopted by Polydoros and Weber in 4], is to model the self-noise as a Gaussian random process. This procedure is based on the intuitively appealing assumption that the partial period autocorrelations are distributed binomially (for additional justi cation, see 1], vol. I, pp. 289{295), and on the central limit theorem arguments that are applicable for large integration periods. After considerable mathematical manipulation, series representations for the detection and false alarm probabilities were derived, and a simple, although somewhat intuitive, approximation was devised. This approximation suggests that the overall detection performance can be approximated by the results obtained with an \equivalent" noise equal to the sum of the thermal noise and one half of the correlator self-noise.
From similar analyses of the multiple access interference e ects upon the coherent correlator, however, it is known that the Gaussian approximation to the binomially distributed correlations might be somewhat questionable for small numbers of interfering signals if one is considering the tails of the distribution, i.e. very low probabilities of erroneous detection 5]. Unlike the situation in coherent correlation for data demodulation, where the case of very low error probabilities is not necessarily interesting if the spread spectrum system incorporates some kind of error correcting coding 6], in spread spectrum synchronization we are quite frequently dealing with comparatively lower error probabilities, especially for the probability of false alarm.
One goal of this paper, therefore, is to verify the validity of the Gaussian approximation to the binomial distribution of the partial period autocorrelations, and the other is to obtain more rigorously some handy approximations for evaluating the performance of the non-coherent correlator.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a brief introduction to the non-coherent correlation problem is presented. The characteristics of the binomial distribution, and the corresponding Gaussian approximation, are discussed in Section III. In Section IV, it is shown that the exact analysis of both models can be carried out by using the theory of circularly symmetric random variables. Finally, asymptotically tight approximations for the detection error probabilities are derived in Section V. 
(1) where n(t) is a white Gaussian noise process with power spectral density N 0 =2, T c is the chip (PN code symbol) duration, E c is the received energy per chip, h( ) is a rectangular pulse of duration T c , K is the phase of the code-chip sequence, and and are the unknown chip clock and carrier phases, respectively. The data sequence, fd j g, and the PN code sequence, fc j g, both assume values from the set f+1; ?1g. L is the number of code-sequence chips per data symbol.
To initiate successful reception, the receiver must estimate the actual phase of the code chip sequence K, the code clock phase , and the carrier phase ; the latter two phases are assumed to be uniformly distributed over 0; T c ] and 0; 2 ] respectively. Theoretically, the receiver could perform a joint estimation, or separate estimations of K, and in any order. In practice, however, due to the low pre-despreading signal-to-noise ratio, the receiver is forced to estimate the code sequence phase (K) followed by and , usually through the use of a delay-lock loop and a Costas loop respectively.
Initial estimation of the code sequence phase, also known as code acquisition, or initial coarse code synchronization, is usually performed through serial-search methods. These are trial-and-error procedures, whereby the correlation of the incoming signal and an arbitrarily phased locally generated PN waveform is performed. If the result shows that these two are not closely correlated, the relative phase of the local signal is readjusted, and the process is repeated until the synchronization detector indicates that the correct code-sequence phase has been found. Typically, this process would result in an estimation error somewhere between one-quarter and one-half of the chip period, depending on the step size. Fine estimation is achieved in the second stage and is referred to as tracking ( 1] , pp. 153{ 206). Since carrier-phase estimation is performed after the code synchronization, the serial-search correlators in Fig. 1 must be non-coherent. Two such schemes, based on a quadrature I&Q detector and base-band processing, are depicted in Fig. 2 . The rst is the so called \active" correlator, where the correlation is performed sequentially on a \chip-by-chip" basis, and the second is the \passive" correlator (or matched lter), where the correlation is performed on M chips in parallel. The latter could be realized with the aid of charge-coupled-devices (CCD) 11], or programmable digital FIR lters 12].
We note that analogous schemes exist (yielding the same performance) where the correlation is performed at the carrier (or some intermediate) frequency (RF correlation). \RF passive"correlators are very simple, and \RF"matched lters can be realized, for example, with the aid of SAW devices 10]. For an in-depth survey of the technological and implementation issues, see 13] .
The main di erence between the two schemes in Fig. 2 re ects the rate of bringing the decisions: in order to correlate M chips, \active" correlators require MT c seconds, while the \passive" ones can bring such a decision each T c seconds, thus speeding up the acquisition process by a factor of M (typical value is M 100). Apart from that, their performances are equivalent.
For simplicity, in the following we will neglect the data sequence fd j g, either because no data is transmitted during the initial acquisition period, or because its e ects can be neglected (e.g. data period LT c is much larger than the integration period MT c , data transition instants are related to the code sequence fc j g in such a manner that the integrations are always performed within the same data symbol, etc.). However, the e ects of the data can be easily taken into account following the technique presented in 14].
III. Correlator Modeling
Neglecting the e ect of data modulation, after despreading, integration and envelope detection, the decision variable at the output of the non-coherent correlator is the modulus of the complex r.v. Y de ned as Y = R e j + N; (2) where N is a complex, zero-mean Gaussian r.v. with i.i.d. 
and R is a real r.v., de ned as follows:
In ( The random variable R in (4), being a sum of two independent Gaussian r.v.'s, is now also Gaussian. From (4) and (5), the mean of R is non-zero only for D = 0 or D = ?1, i.e. when the two codes overlap at least partially; we denote this as hypothesis H 1 . The alternative case (codes not aligned) is denoted as hypothesis H 0 and corresponds to R having zero mean.
If we let denote the fractional normalized timing o set between codes; i.e. 
As mentioned earlier, the binomial distribution for the partial period correlations is expected to be applicable not only for true random sequences, but for any long PN sequence likely to be used in practice. The Gaussian approximation to the binomial distribution, on the other hand, is expected to hold very well for M 1, at least as long as we are not interested in the tails of the distribution. Since in spread spectrum synchronization we are mostly dealing with low error-probabilities (say < 10 ?3 , especially for the probability of the false alarm), the validity of the Gaussian approximation needs to be veri ed. It appears that this has not yet been done.
IV. Exact Analysis
We are interested in obtaining the distribution for the modulus jYj of the complex r.v. Y given by (2) . This problem has been studied extensively in contexts of multipath reception 17], demodulation in the presence of cochannel interference 18], analog FDMA 19] , and a host of other problems. These previous analyses were based on the theory of circularly symmetric random vectors. From (2) it is readily seen that the p. 
The Laguerre polynomial L n ( ) may be de ned recursively as well ( 22] , p. 1037) (15) where L 0 (z) = 0 and L 1 (z) = 1 + ? z. Equation (15) is usually more convenient than (14) in numerical computations. It is interesting to note that, from (13), the p.d.f of the detected envelope depends only on the even moments of R. The probability that the detected envelope exceeds some threshold v, i.e. the complementary distribution function F jYj (v), may now be obtained from (13) , or by using another result of Goldman 21] Equation (16) is a very convenient starting point for checking the validity of the Gaussian approximation to the binomial distribution of the partial period correlations R M (K; D), since it is quite easy to numerically evaluate the moments EfR 2k g for any distribution. In Fig. 3 , the resulting F jYj (v) under hypothesis H 0 (i.e. false alarm probability) versus the signal-to-noise ratio E c =N 0 is given for M = 4, 8 and 16, along with the corresponding results for the Gaussian approximation, for three di erent values of the normalized detection threshold (see Fig. 1 )
that would be typical for correlation periods of the order of 100 T c . From Fig. 3 we see that for M as low as 16, the error is of the order of a fraction of 1 dB, and it can be shown that exactly the same conclusion holds under hypothesis H 1 , but the gure is much less illustrative since changing M also changes the mean, as follows from (8). Furthermore, from Fig. 3 it can be seen that the detection curves converge for large E c =N 0 , as should have been expected since large E c =N 0 implies that we are moving away from the tails of the binomial distribution. At rst it may be surprising that the curves converge for low E c =N 0 as well, i.e. that the Gaussian approximation holds exceptionally well even for error probabilities as low 3 as 10 ?17 (far away in the tails of the binomial distribution). This e ect, however, is also expected, since in that region it is the thermal noise that determines the performance; the self-noise term due to R in (2) is negligible in comparison to the thermal noise term N.
As M is typically of the order of at least one-hundred in real applications, we thus conclude that the Gaussian approximation to the correlator self-noise is justi ed.
V. Gaussian Approximation
In Section IV it was shown that the distribution of jYj depends only on the moments of R, whose distribution can be approximated, in all practical applications, by a Gaussian distribution with mean m i , and variance 2 i , as given in (11) and (12) 
where H n (z) is the n-th order Hermite polynomial. These polynomials may also be de ned recursively ( 22] , p. 1033) as follows:
where H 0 (z) = 1 and H 1 (z) = 2z. Equation (18) ; (21) and a similar result can be obtained for the cumulative distribution function by using (16) . For a xed argument, the Hermite polynomials in (21) quickly increase with k and, due to the imaginary argument, alternate in polarity; the resulting alternating series may be di cult to evaluate. A numerically more convenient result can be obtained from (21) by expanding L k ( ) as in (14) . Upon interchanging the order of summations, and by using the following ( 23] , vol. II, p. 708) 1 X l=0 z l l! H 2l+n (x) = (1 + 4z) ?(n+1)=2 exp 4zx 2 1 + 4z
equation (21) With the aid of (18), it may be readily veri ed that F k in (24) is the k-th moment of an auxiliary Gaussian random variable R , with mean m = m i N =( 2 i + 2 N ) and variance 2 = 2 i =( 2 i + 2 N ). It can also be shown that (23), together with (24), is exactly 4 the result obtained previously by Polydoros and Weber 4], without explicitly using the theory of circularly symmetric random variables.
For the present purpose, however, an even more useful result can be obtained from (23) It should be noted that (28) coincides with the result from 4], and (27) appears to be new.
As for the complementary distribution function, it is obvious that the last four factors in (27) from (29) and (35) 
For nite V T = N , however, accuracy of the approximation (38) depends also on the ratio 2 0 = 2 N . This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where we see that the accuracy decreases with increasing 2 0 = 2 N . Nevertheless, in the region of interest (false alarm probability smaller than, say, 10 ?3 ), even for 2 0 = 2 N = 10, the di erence would be less than 1dB. Also, from the same gure we see that the approximation (37) holds very well for all system parameters of practical interest, as expected. Thus, if 2 0 and 2 N are of the same order of magnitude, we can freely use the approximations (37) and (38) for the detection and false alarm probability.
From (3) and (12), which de ne 2 0 and 2 N , it is easy to see that the condition 2 0 = 2 N 1 corresponds to very high signal-to-noise ratios (E c =N 0 ), not likely to be encountered in practice, so that asymptotical expressions (37) and (39) Equation (39) clearly indicates that, in the non-coherent correlation of BPSK-DS waveforms, the distribution of the detected envelope can be very well approximated by the distribution of the signal embedded in the equivalent noise that is a sum of the thermal noise 2 N and the correlator self-noise 2 i . Depending on the hypothesis H i ; (i = 0; 1), the self-noise variance 2 i is given in (12) . Finally, in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 we show the exact detection performance of the non-coherent correlator that integrates M = 128 chips, along with the approximation (39) and a somewhat intuitive approximation proposed in 4], where the equivalent noise process was approximated by the sum 2 N + 2 i =2. It can be seen that the approximation (39) holds very well for all detection probabilities, outperforming the approximation from 4] especially in the most interesting range of false alarm probability (10 ?7 to 10 ?3 ), and detection probabilities (larger than 0.9).
The approximation from 4], however, holds amazingly well, especially for lower normalized thresholds V n . Due to the asymptotic nature of (39), for V n 30 both approximations give roughly the same error. Bellow that, for instance at V n = 20 (corresponding to the normalized threshold that could be typical for e.g. M = 64, which also appears to have been the \state-of-the-art" length of many passive correlators throughout much of the last decade 5 ), the approximation from 4] is more exact for evaluation of the false alarm probability.
VI. Conclusions
In this paper, the performance of a spread spectrum non-coherent correlation detector for BPSK signaling in an AWGN environment is analyzed. Average performance over the ensemble of random code sequences is considered, leading to the binomial distribution of the partial period autocorrelations.
By using the theory of circularly symmetric random variables, exact results for the binomial distribution were obtained, as well as for the frequently adopted Gaussian approximation to the binomial distribution. It has been shown that the use of the Gaussian approximation is completely justi ed in the present application. Under this assumption, exact results for the detection performance of the noncoherent correlator were derived. In some special cases, it has been shown that these are identical to the ones obtained previously by Polydoros and Weber 4] .
Since the exact results appear to be quite complex, simple asymptotically tight approximations were obtained, which are also very tight under most sets of system parameters likely to appear in practice. These approximations show that the detection performance of the non-coherent correlator is determined by the equivalent Gaussian noise process, whose variance equals the sum of the variances due to the thermal noise and the correlator self-noise. Compared to the approximations developed previously 4], the derived approximate expressions were generally found to perform better. This paper addressed only the performance of the BPSK acquisition detector; i.e., the detection and false alarm probabilities were evaluated as a function of the detection time and physical parameters of the channel. By using these results, higher level aspects of the performance of an acquisition system such as detection/veri cation logic, search strategy, quantization of the code phase uncertainty region, a priori probability distribution of the code phase, etc., can be analyzed following the methods described in 7; 8; 9], either in terms of the distribution of the acquisition time, or its moments. The integral in (A.7) may now be expressed in terms of Bessel functions using (A.5) to obtain (25) . It should be added that this derivation was inspired in part by 25]. The sum on the right hand side of (B.6), following (26), is the expansion for I 0 (bv 2 ). Thus 
